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ABSTRACT

We present a systematic search for changing-look quasars based on repeat photometry from SDSS and Pan-STARRS1, along with repeat spectra from SDSS and SDSS-III BOSS. Objects with large, $|\Delta g| > 1$ mag photometric variations in their light curves are selected as candidates to look for changes in broad emission line (BEL) features. Out of a sample of 1011 objects that satisfy our selection criteria and have more than one epoch of spectroscopy, we find 10 examples of quasars that have variable and/or “changing-look” BEL features. Four of our objects have emerging BELs; five have disappearing BELs, and one object shows tentative evidence for having both emerging and disappearing BELs. With redshifts in the range $0.20 < z < 0.63$, this sample includes the highest-redshift changing-look quasars discovered to date. We highlight the quasar J102152.34+464515.6 at $z = 0.204$. Here, not only have the Balmer emission lines strongly diminished in prominence, including H$\beta$ all but disappearing, but the blue continuum $f_\nu \propto \nu^{1/3}$ typical of an AGN is also significantly diminished in the second epoch of spectroscopy. Using our selection criteria, we estimate that > 15% of strongly variable luminous quasars display changing-look BEL features on rest-frame timescales of 8 to 10 years. Plausible timescales for variable dust extinction are factors of 2–10 too long to explain the dimming and brightening in these sources, and simple dust reddening models cannot reproduce the BEL changes. On the other hand, an advancement such as disk reprocessing is needed if the observed variations are due to accretion rate changes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Due to modern photometric, spectroscopic, and time-domain sky surveys, we are now able to distinguish between the ubiquitous properties of quasars and rare, discrepant behavior, suggestive of new physics. The continuum variability of a quasar\textsuperscript{1} is typically 0.2 mag on timescales of ~months to years and has been well-characterized for large quasar samples using the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; e.g., Vanden Berk et al. 2004; Wilhite et al. 2005; Sesar et al. 2007; Schmidt et al. 2010; Butler & Bloom 2011; MacLeod et al. 2012) and more recently Pan-STARRS1 (PS1; Morganson et al. 2014, 2015; Simm et al. 2015). A common interpretation of this variability involves localized accretion disk instabilities, but the precise mechanisms are still under debate (e.g., Dexter & Agol 2011; Kelly et al. 2011; Kokubo 2015, and references therein). For example, the color dependence and near simultaneity of variability pose severe problems (see Lawrence 2012, and references therein). In Seyfert galaxies, time lags of hours to days suggest that the optical continuum variability is driven at least in part by reprocessing of EUV or X-ray light (e.g.,

\textsuperscript{*} email: cmacleod@roe.ac.uk

\textsuperscript{1} We use the term quasar to mean a bolometrically luminous, $\gtrsim 10^{46}$ erg $s^{-1}$, active galactic nucleus (AGN).
Collier et al. 1998; Sergeev et al. 2005; Cackett et al. 2007; Shappee et al. 2014; Edelson et al. 2015) but this may be due to inner cloud reprocessing rather than the disc itself (Lawrence 2012), and the reliability of the interband lags has been questioned (Korista & Goad 2001; Gaskell 2007).

While the UV/optical continuum varies ubiquitously among quasars, typically in a ‘bluer-when-brighter’ fashion (e.g., Wilhite et al. 2005; Schmidt et al. 2012; Ruan et al. 2014), the broad emission lines (BELs) seen in quasar spectra are usually less variable and lagged with respect to the continuum, as seen in reverberation mapping studies (e.g., Chavel et al. 1991; Peterson 1993; Grier et al. 2012; Peterson 2014; Shen et al. 2015). Results from such studies indicate that the BELs are formed by photoionization by continuum photons, and that the broad line region (BLR) spans a range in density; ionization state, and distance from the central black hole, which is typically \( R/c \approx 0.1d(L/10^{45}\text{erg s}^{-1})^{1/2} \). Some BELs show a Baldwin effect, where the line equivalent width (EW) decreases with increasing continuum luminosity (Baldwin et al. 1978; Kinney et al. 1990). In general, it seems that the underlying spectral energy distribution (SED) influences the wind structure and the high-ionization BEL parameters (Richards et al. 2011). Because H\(\beta\) in particular, and to some extent Mg\(\text{II}\) basically count the number of ionizing photons and are less sensitive to changes in the AGN SED than the high ionization lines, neither line shows a particularly strong global Baldwin effect (Dietrich et al. 2002). However, an intrinsic Baldwin effect is seen and expected in an individual source (for H\(\beta\) see Gilbert & Peterson 2003; Goad et al. 2004; Cackett & Horne 2006). Furthermore, BELs may respond differently to changes in ionizing continuum flux if the average formation radius is different. For example, Goad et al. (1993) and O’Brien et al. (1995) show that Mg\(\text{II}\) responds less to continuum changes relative to the other BELs (e.g., H\(\beta\)) due to its larger average formation radius and weak intrinsic response.

Emerging or disappearing BELs have been discovered in several relatively local AGN (Khachikian & Weedman 1971; Tohline & Osterbrock 1976; Penston & Perez 1984; Cohen et al. 1986; Bischoff & Kollatschny 1999; Aretxaga et al. 1999; Eracleous & Halpern 2001; Shappee et al. 2014; Denney et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015), and recently in a higher-redshift \( z \approx 0.3 \) quasar SDSS J015957.64+00310.4 (hereafter, J0159+0033; LaMassa et al. 2015). These BEL changes are often associated with large factor \( > 10 \) changes in the continuum flux; the two are probably linked to the same physical mechanism, as such BEL and continuum changes are rare in AGN. This “changing-look” behavior is valuable for understanding the structure of the accretion disk and BLR. One possible physical scenario that could explain this behavior is variable obscuration by dust or gas clouds passing across the line of sight (e.g., Goodrich 1989; Tran et al. 1992; Risaliti et al. 2009). While strong arguments exist for variable absorption of the X-ray emitting region in some AGN (Risaliti et al. 2009), it is relatively difficult to explain variable obscuration of the much larger UV/continuum region, as it is unclear what population of clouds would exist at sufficiently large radii (e.g., Nenkova et al. 2008a,b).

Indeed, a simple change in extinction fails to explain the observations of J0159+0033 (LaMassa et al. 2015). Instead, the transition might be due to a change in available ionizing flux from the central engine. LaMassa et al. (2015) suggest that such a change would be consistent with the disk-wind scenario of Elitzur et al. (2014), where a decrease in the accretion rate, and consequently the level of ionizing flux, would cause the BELs to disappear as the system evolves from Type 1 to 1.2/1.5 to 1.8/1.9. An alternative scenario was proposed by Merloni et al. (2015) in which J0159+0033 underwent a flaring episode due to a tidal disruption event of a star by the supermassive black hole.

Motivated by the discovery of a single changing-look quasar in SDSS by LaMassa et al. (2015), in this paper we undertake a systematic search for similar objects with candidate ‘changing-look’ quasars being selected from their light curves over the course of SDSS and PS1. Our search is sensitive to emerging or disappearing BELs that may be associated with strong increases or decreases in flux in quasars which were more luminous than \( M_1 = -22.0 \) with \( r > 15.0 \) roughly ten years ago. In particular, what is being observed and reported here is the (dis)appearance of broad Balmer emission lines, and a strengthening (weakening) of Mg\(\text{II}\) emission.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the SDSS and PS1 data used in this study. In Section 3, we describe the sample selection. We present the results from our search in Section 4, describing a set of 10 quasars, five of which have disappearing BELs, four of which have appearing BELs, and one object that potentially has evidence for both disappearing and appearing BEL behavior. In Section 5, we discuss the timescales associated with the changing-look BEL phenomenon, and calculate probabilities of observing the quasar BEL changes as a function of (rest-frame) timescale. We conclude in Section 6. All photometric measurements are normalized to the AB-magnitude system. Where needed, we adopt a flat ΛCDM cosmology with \( H_0 = 70 \text{ km s}^{-1} \text{ Mpc}^{-1} \) and \( \Omega_m = 0.30 \).

## 2 DATA

For our search of candidate changing-look quasars, we utilize three imaging data sets as well as spectroscopy from the SDSS-I/II and SDSS-III surveys.

### 2.1 Imaging Data

We use imaging data from the SDSS, SDSS-III, PS1 and Catalina Sky Survey. As a guide to the baseline of the observations, SDSS started its imaging campaign in 2000 and concluded in 2007, having covered 11,663 deg\(^2\). These data are part of the SDSS-I/II survey and are described in Abazajian et al. (2009) and references therein. SDSS-III added another \( \sim 3000 \) deg\(^2\) of new imaging area in 2008. Pan-STARRS imaging commenced in 2009 and continued through to 2013. Hence, the addition of the PS1 photometry to the SDSS photometry increases the baseline of observations from \( 8 \) to \( 14 \) years.

\(^2\) We follow the classical definitions of optical types, where the total flux in H\(\beta\) relative to [OIII] decreases going from type 1.2 to 1.8, and type 1.9 is defined as having broad Hα but lacking any broad H\(\beta\) (Osterbrock 1981).
2.1.1 SDSS

The SDSS (York et al. 2000) uses the imaging data gathered by a dedicated 2.5 m wide-field telescope (Gunn et al. 2006), which collected light from a camera with 30 2k×2k CCDs (Gunn et al. 1998) over five broad bands - ugriz (Fukugita et al. 1996) - in order to image 14.555 unique deg$^2$ of the sky. This area includes 7,500 deg$^2$ in the North Galactic Cap (NGC) and 3,100 deg$^2$ in the South Galactic Cap (SGC). The imaging data are taken on dark photometric nights of good seeing (Hogg et al. 2001) and are calibrated photometrically (Smith et al. 2002; Stoughton et al. 2002). The Eighth Data Release (DR8; Aihara et al. 2011) provides updated photometric calibrations.

The Stripe 82 region of SDSS (SS2; 22h 24m < R.A. < 04h 08m and |Dec.| < 1.27 deg) covers ~300 deg$^2$ and has been observed ~60 times on average for search to transient and variable objects (Abazajian et al. 2009). These multi-epoch data have time scales ranging from 3 hours to 8 years and provide well-sampled 5-band light curves for an unprecedented number of quasars (see Sesar et al. 2007; Schmidt et al. 2010; Ai et al. 2010; MacLeod et al. 2010; Meusinger et al. 2011; Butler & Bloom 2011, for examples of quasar variability studies based on SS2 photometry).

In addition to the DR8 photometry provided on the SDSS website, our analysis utilizes the SS2 database of quasars in MacLeod et al. (2012), which includes observations taken in nonphotometric conditions and recalibrated using the improved method of Ivezić et al. (2004b). While the latter dataset only includes point sources, we consider both resolved and unresolved observations from DR8, adopting PSF magnitudes in each case. We define a source to be in SS2 if it is in the SS2 database of MacLeod et al. (2012) or in the (R.A., Dec.) range defined above.

2.1.2 Pan-STARRS1 3π Survey

Our analysis includes imaging from the PS1 3π survey (Kaiser et al. 2002), in particular the Processing Version 2 catalog available in a local DVO database (released January 2015). PS1 comprises a 1.8 m telescope equipped with a 1.4-gigapixel camera. Over the course of 3.5 years of the 3π survey, up to four exposures per year in 5 bands, gP1, rP1, iP1, zP1, yP1 have been taken across the full δ > −30 deg sky (for full details, see Tonry et al. 2012; Metcalfe et al. 2013). Each nightly observation consists of a pair of exposures 15 min apart to search for moving objects. For each exposure, the PS1 3π survey has a typical 5σ depth of 22.0 in the g-band (Inserna et al. 2013). The overall system, photometric system, and the PS1 surveys are described in Kaiser et al. (2010), Stubbs et al. (2010), and Magnier et al. (2013), respectively.

2.1.3 Catalina Sky Survey

While not included in our analysis, where instructive, we also show data from the Catalina Sky Survey second release (CRTS; Drake et al. 2009). The CRTS magnitudes are based on unfiltered light but calibrated to a V-band zero-point. We average the CRTS data in segments of 10 days for visual clarity, and apply a constant offset m$_0$ so that the data match any simultaneous SDSS g-band observations.

2.2 Spectroscopic Data

We use the spectroscopic observations of quasars that are given in the SDSS Data Release Seven catalog (DR7Q) from Schneider et al. (2010).

As described by Richards et al. (2002), quasar target candidates are selected for spectroscopic observations based on their optical colors and magnitudes in the SDSS imaging data or their detection in the FIRST radio survey (Becker et al. 1995). Low-redshift, $z \lesssim 3$, quasar targets are selected based on their location in ugriz-color space and the quasar candidates passing the ugriz-color selection are selected to a flux limit of $i = 19.1$. High-redshift, $z \gtrsim 3$, objects are selected in griz-color space and are targeted to $i = 20.2$. Furthermore, if an unresolved, $i \lesssim 19.1$ SDSS object is matched to within 2′ of a source in the FIRST catalog, it is included in the quasar selection.

The final quasar catalog from SDSS-I/II, based on the Seventh Data Release of SDSS (DR7; Abazajian et al. 2009), is presented in Schneider et al. (2010). This catalog contains 105,783 spectroscopically confirmed quasars that have luminosities larger than $M_i = −22.0$.

In order to look for significant changes in the BELs, we require (at least) a second epoch of spectroscopy. This is supplied by the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS; Dawson et al. 2013) which was part of the third incarnation of the SDSS (SDSS-III; Eisenstein et al. 2011).

We apply no selection to the type of BOSS spectroscopic target that is utilised for the later epoch of spectroscopy; i.e., a DR7 SDSS quasar that is a “changing-look” candidate can be classified as a BOSS galaxy. Indeed, of the final sample of 10 objects presented in this work, only 3 are actually in the SDSS-III BOSS DR12 Quasar Catalog of Páris et al. (2016, in advanced prep.). We give further details of the repeat spectroscopic targeting in the Appendix.

The BOSS spectrographs and their SDSS predecessors are described in detail by Smeet al. (2013). In brief, there are two double-armed spectrographs that are significantly upgraded from those used by SDSS-I/II. Exposed to a minimum signal-to-noise ratio of $\sqrt{10}$ in $g$ and $\sqrt{20}$ in $i$ (~1.6 hr/plate; Dawson et al. 2013), they cover the wavelength range 3600 Å to 10, 400 Å with a resolving power of 1500 to 2600 (Smeet al. 2013). In addition, the throughputs have been increased with new CCDs, gratings, and improved optical elements, and the 640-fibre cartridges with 3′′ apertures have been replaced with 1000-fibre cartridges with 2′′ apertures. Ultimately, the throughput of the BOSS spectrographs are considerably greater (in the red and the
blue), and span a greater wavelength range, than the original SDSS instruments.

The BOSS spectra presented in this work all have LAMBDA_EFF = 5400Å (Dawson et al. 2013), i.e., the SDSS plate holes were drilled to maximize the signal-to-noise at 5400Å, and therefore do not need the spectrophotometric corrections from Margala et al. (2015). Also, the BOSS spectra presented here do not have the PROGRAM=APBIAS target flag, which would indicate an offset in the fiber position with respect to the earlier SDSS spectrum.

### 2.3 Multi-wavelength Coverage

We cross-matched our superset of quasars with various radio and X-ray catalogs. We use the combined radio catalog of Kimball & Ivezić (2014), which includes sources from five radio catalogs (FIRST, NVSS, GB6, WENSS, and VLOSS), to help identify blazar contaminants in S82 during the selection process. We check the latest release of the XMM-Newton serendipitous source catalog (Rosen et al. 2015) and the Chandra Source Catalog (CSC; Evans et al. 2010) for archival X-ray observations of any interesting objects from our search.

### 3 SAMPLE SELECTION

Our superset is any object listed in the DR7Q catalog of spectroscopically confirmed quasars, which includes both point-sources and resolved objects with $M_i < -22$. To select quasars that may have varying spectral features, we quantify the photometric properties of this spectroscopic quasar dataset and assume that significant BEL changes will be associated with a significant change in flux. We use the $g$-band SDSS photometry and extend the time baseline from 10 to 15 years by including $g$-band PS1 photometry in our analysis. Since our aim is to find changing-look quasars, we search for quasars that, along with the earlier spectrum in SDSS DR7, have a later spectrum in BOSS.

Initially, we limit our sample to the S82 region, so that a well-sampled light curve exists for each object, making it easier to identify true large-amplitude photometric variability. There are 9474 quasars in S82, including extended sources which are not in the point source catalog of MacLeod et al. (2012). Motivated by the light curve for J0159+0033, we search for quasars that show at least a 1.0 mag dimming or brightening in the $g$-band among any observations in the combined SDSS and PS1 light curve. For objects with at least ten photometric data points, light curve outliers are flagged as being 0.5 mag away in $g$ from the light curve running median (~30% of the sample). Since our aim is to find large, gradual changes in flux without a significant amount of contamination due to poor photometry, we reject these light curve outliers during the variability selection. This selects 1692 objects with $|\Delta g| > 1$ mag and photometric uncertainties $\sigma_g < 0.15$ mag. Approximately 15% of these were observed again with the BOSS spectrograph; we focus on these 287 objects. Thirty-six objects in this subsample are detected in the radio, and of these, three were clearly blazars, as they were radio sources and exhibited fast and large-amplitude variability (2-3 mag within months; e.g. Ruan et al. 2012). We do not consider these three objects in our further analysis, as we are interested in BEL changes unrelated to blazar activity. After visually searching through all SDSS/BOSS spectra for BELs that are clearly present in one epoch but not another, we identify seven quasars from S82 in which at least some BELs satisfy this criterion.

We then extend our search to the entire SDSS footprint, which contains 105783 quasars in DR7Q. Of the 105746 quasars (> 99%) which have PS1 detections, 6348 have shown at least a 1.0 mag change in their $g$-band light curves. Of these, 1011 have BOSS spectra, which includes the 287 quasars from S82. After visually inspecting each spectrum, we find three additional quasars with disappearing BELs. The final yield is higher for the S82 sample due to the improved cadence; we are able to more efficiently identify high-amplitude variability as well as more reliably identify spurious data points. The distributions of the time scales and magnitude changes involved are shown in Fig. 1. This selection algorithm skews our search to those objects showing BEL changes over roughly ten years, since this is the timespan between SDSS and BOSS spectra, although the rest-frame timescales probe down to shorter timescales (bottom panel). The improved time coverage of the S82 regions can also be seen from the contours in the panels; the S82 sample (in white) fills in gaps in $|\Delta t|$ while reaching to larger $|\Delta g|$. Our sample selection is given in Table 1.

### 4 THE CHANGING-LOOK QUASARS

Our initial search through the S82 quasars yielded the following results: (i) significant BEL changes are seen on long timescales (~2000 to 3000 days in the rest frame) in the selected sample; (ii) these changes are associated with large ($|\Delta g| \sim 1$) amplitude changes in the photometry, and (iii) emerging (disappearing) BEL features correspond to continuum brightening (dimming). Given the extra temporal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Total #</th>
<th>In S82</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDSS Quasars in DR7Q with BOSS spectra and $</td>
<td>\Delta g</td>
<td>&gt; 1$ mag and $\sigma_g &lt; 0.15$ mag and that show variable BELs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Selection of spectroscopically variable quasars.

---

4 The SDSS $g$ filter is close enough to the $g_{p1}$ filter in overall response that we can ignore any color terms.

5 For a similar search but for large-amplitude (1.5 mag) nuclear brightening in resolved SDSS galaxies, see Lawrence et al. (2012), which utilizes results from the PS1 Faint Galaxy Supernova Survey available at [http://star.pst.qub.ac.uk/sne/ps1fges/psdb/](http://star.pst.qub.ac.uk/sne/ps1fges/psdb/).

6 Without having a well-sampled light curve, outliers due to poor photometry are more difficult to identify by our algorithm and therefore can cause the object to pass the $|\Delta g| > 1$ mag criterion.
Figure 1. Distribution of the maximum magnitude difference $|\Delta g|_{\text{max}}$ versus time lag $|\Delta t|$. The black contours show the distribution for the superset of quasars (DR7Q), which is based on SDSS and PS1 photometry. The white contours are the same but for the subsample of quasars in S82, which are shown as gray data points (one point per S82 quasar). The contours show regions containing 5, 10, 25, 50, and 75% of the data. The subsample of DR7Q with repeat spectra and $|\Delta g| > 1$ photometric changes are shown by open red circles, but now showing the $|\Delta g|_{\text{max}}$ spanned by the spectroscopic epochs versus the corresponding time between spectra. For objects with multiple spectra, we choose the two epochs spanning the largest $|\Delta g|$ for display here. While the data are clumped into “seasons” in the top panel, the distribution is smoothed out when switching to rest-frame time lag in the bottom panel. Our final selection is limited to quasars with repeat spectra with $|\Delta g|_{\text{max}} > 1$ (indicated by the horizontal dashed line). The final sample of 10 objects are plotted as blue crosses.

4.1 Appearing BELs

Four objects that show evidence of appearing BELs are plotted in Fig. 4. In all cases, the flux increased dramatically ($|\Delta g| > 1$ mag). The light curves in the top two panels of Fig. 4 show a “flat-topped” behavior, i.e., rising over ~1000 days in the observed frame to a constant luminosity. J214613.31+000930.8 (second panel) is the only object from our final sample that has a radio detection. In all cases, Hβ is absent from the first spectrum while Mg 2 is observed at low signal-to-noise. In general, however, the significance for appearing BELs in our sample is not very high (~$3\sigma$ per spectral pixel for all Hβ transitions) for two reasons. First, in order to be included in our search, the source must be a BEL quasar in the initial DR7 spectrum, thus making any further BEL brightening less significant. Second, the improved BOSS spectrograph provides higher quality spectra

7 One object, SDSS J214822.25+011217.6, is not considered part of our sample although it exhibited a disappearing BEL; the disappearance was due to the appearance of a broad absorption line, which is a different phenomenon than the changing-look behavior studied here (see Filiz Ak et al. 2012).
LaMassa et al. (2015). For the DR7Q sample, we adopt values from Shen et al. (2015). $\beta$ is defined such that positive values imply a dimming in the light curve. The last column lists the best-fit power-law index $\beta$ for the difference spectrum.

Table 2. SDSS Quasars with emerging or disappearing BELs. $\Delta g$ is the largest magnitude change observed, and $\Delta t_{RF}$ is the time span for this change in the rest frame of the quasar. J015957.64+00310.4 is the (first) changing-look quasar discovered by LaMassa et al. (2015). $\max(\Delta g)$ is defined such that positive values imply a dimming in the light curve. The last column lists the best-fit power-law index $\beta$ for the difference spectrum.

| Name (SDSS J) | $z$ | $\max(\Delta g)$ | $\Delta t_{RF}$ (days) | BEL behavior (MJD/plate/fiber)$_1$ | (MJD/plate/fiber)$_2$ | $|\Delta f_\nu|/\nu^\beta$ |
|---------------|----|------------------|-------------------------|-----------------------------------|-------------------------|-----------------|
| 002311.06+003517.5 | 0.422 | $-1.50 \pm 0.04$ | 3072 | Appear | 51816|0390|0564 | 55480|4219|0852 | 0.04 $\pm$ 0.02 |
| 015957.64+003310.4 | 0.312 | $1.16 \pm 0.06$ | 1985 | Disappear | 51871|0403|0549 | 55201|3609|0524 | 0.07 $\pm$ 0.02 |
| 022556.07+003026.7 | 0.504 | $1.81 \pm 0.14$ | 1985 | Both | 52944|1508|0556 | 55445|3615|0617 | 0.16 $\pm$ 0.03 |
| 022652.24-003916.5 | 0.625 | $1.75 \pm 0.09$ | 2242 | Disappear | 52641|1071|0281 | 56577|6780|0339 | 0.2 $\pm$ 0.1 |
| 100220.17+450927.3 | 0.400 | $1.41 \pm 0.07$ | 2134 | Disappear | 52376|0943|0310 | 56683|7284|0122 | $-0.20 \pm 0.02$ |
| 102152.34+464515.6 | 0.204 | $1.44 \pm 0.04$ | 3313 | Disappear | 52614|0949|0603 | 56769|7386|0410 | 0.175 $\pm$ 0.007 |
| 132457.29+480241.2 | 0.272 | $1.37 \pm 0.07$ | 2923 | Disappear | 52759|1282|0045 | 56005|7406|0527 | 0.86 $\pm$ 0.02 |
| 214613.31+000950.8 | 0.621 | $-1.57 \pm 0.08$ | 1597 | Disappear | 52968|1107|0358 | 55478|4196|0774 | 0.1 $\pm$ 0.1 |
| 225240.37+010958.7 | 0.534 | $-2.06 \pm 0.06$ | 2596 | Appear | 52174|0676|0442 | 55500|4294|0045 | $-0.45 \pm 0.08$ |
| 233317.38-002303.4 | 0.513 | $-2.26 \pm 0.07$ | 2164 | Appear | 52199|0681|0114 | 55447|4212|0312 | 0.75 $\pm$ 0.07 |

Figure 2. Normalized redshift distributions for the sample of changing-look quasars (in blue), the full sample of $N_{tot} = 6348$ highly variable quasars (purple), the subset with BOSS spectra (dashed red; $N_{tot} = 1011$), and the entire DR7 quasar catalog (dotted; $N_{tot} = 105,783$). $n$ indicates the number of points in a bin divided by the bin width, and each histogram has unit area.

Figure 3. [OII] luminosity versus redshift for the DR7Q sample (contours), our final sample of 10 (blue crosses), and examples of previously known changing-look AGN (black points; cf. Fig. 1 in LaMassa et al. 2015). For the DR7Q sample, we adopt values from Shen et al. (2011).

than the SDSS spectrograph, so if the source is faint in the earlier spectroscopic epoch, its spectrum will be correspondingly relatively noisy. However, with these caveats in mind, it is notable that our search produced a similar number of appearing and disappearing BEL cases.

4.2 Disappearing BELs

The five objects that show evidence of disappearing BELs are plotted in Fig. 5. In all cases, the $g$-band flux dropped significantly from the SDSS spectroscopic epoch to the BOSS epoch.

We recover J0159+0033 in our search (top panel of Fig. 5), which shows a vanishing H$\beta$ at 4$\sigma$ significance. Among our 10 final objects, this is the only one present in the XMM or Chandra catalog. J022652.24-003916.5, shown in the second panel, showed a similar behavior, and multiple BOSS spectra reveal the object in an intermediate phase between MJD=55290 and 56250 (cyan and purple spectra). In this case, the Mg II BEL is barely present. However, the BEL disappearance in this object is at low significance ($<2\sigma$) since the source is faint (20.5 < $g$ < 22). The remaining panels show three objects from outside S82 where H$\beta$ vanishes at $>3\sigma$ significance. The object J102152.34+464515.6 (hereafter J1021+4645), shown in the third panel, demonstrates a highly significant ($8\sigma$) change from a Type 1.0 to a Type 1.9 AGN, and we elaborate on this object in Section 5.

In the dim-state spectrum for SDSS J100220.17+450927.3, the broad Mg II line is still present, but the H$\beta$ line is absent.

The BOSS spectrum for J132457.29+480241.2, shown in the last panel, was unrecoverable redward of H$\beta$ due to data extraction issues associated with that particular BOSS fiber. However, an additional spectrum was obtained in Jan-
Figure 4. Quasars that show evidence for emerging BELs. The light curves in the left panel show the SDSS $g$-band (black diamonds), PS1 $g$-band (blue triangles), and CRTS photometry (red dots). The right panels show the SDSS and BOSS spectra in red and black, respectively, with epochs indicated by the (color-coded) vertical dotted lines in the light curve. The flux difference $|\Delta f_\lambda|$ between the BOSS and SDSS spectra is shown in the right lower subpanels, where the blue curve is the best-fit power-law $f_\nu \propto \nu^\beta$, and the red-dashed curve is a power-law with $\beta = 1/3$ which is expected for a standard thin disk.

January 2015 (MJD = 57036) by Ruan et al. (2015) using the 3.5m telescope at the Apache Point Observatory (APO), and it is presented in the Appendix of that paper. The H$\beta$ BEL is present in the APO spectrum but diminished with respect to the SDSS spectrum. However, assuming that the measured BOSS flux is accurate, the APO spectrum was obtained when the object had rebrightened.

4.3 Both Appearing and Disappearing BELs

One object, SDSS J022556.07+003026.7 (hereafter J0225+0030), shows a significant evolution of the BELs as the source dims and rebrightens (see Fig. 6). The multiple BOSS spectra$^8$ reveal a complete disappearance and re-emergence of H$\beta$, although this is at low significance due to low signal-to-noise. Mg$\text{II}$ shows a similar behavior, but it retains a broad component throughout. While outside the range of the SDSS spectrum, in the BOSS spectra the broad H$\alpha$ component shows a clear increase over the course of just one year, going from MJD=55445 (in black) to 55827 (in cyan). Similar rapid BEL changes have also been observed in J0225+0030 was observed multiple times due to it being on the extra deep BOSS plates 3615 and 3647, see http://www.sdss.org/dr12/spectro/special_plates/. There were 12 additional epochs of spectroscopy which are not shown in Fig. 6.

Seyfert galaxies such as NGC 7603 (Tohline & Osterbrock 1976) and Mkn 110 (Bischoff & Kollatschny 1999). In the Mg II BEL profile shown in the lower left panel, the red wing diminishes faster than the blue wing which is broadly consistent with infalling gas. Such profile changes may provide a tool to study the structure of the BLR and warrants a future detailed study.

Here, we are interested in the response of the Mg II line to the underlying NUV continuum in comparison to what is typically observed, since atypical behavior may indicate a
rare, more extreme event. We measure the EW of Mg II and find it to be constant (≈ 100Å) over the large drop in local continuum flux going from $5.2 \times 10^{-17}$ erg cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ Å$^{-1}$ in MJD=52944 to 0.9 $\times 10^{-17}$ erg cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ Å$^{-1}$ in 55445. For the few reverberation mapped sources with Mg II coverage, the Mg II line is typically unresponsive (e.g., Clavel et al. 1991; Krolik et al. 1991; Goudf et al. 1993; Cackett et al. 2015), meaning that the line flux is constant as the continuum level varies. The result is an intrinsic Baldwin effect where the EW decreases with increasing continuum flux in a given AGN. Since the Mg II EW remains constant (leading to a negligible Baldwin effect, as seen for an ensemble of objects in Dietrich et al. 2002), it seems that the Mg II BEL response in J0225+0030 is more pronounced than in typical AGN.

We elaborate on J0225+0030 in Section A3.

4.4 Continuum Changes

While the majority of highly-variable quasars in our search did not exhibit emerging or disappearing BELs, they often showed clear changes in the continuum slope in a bluer-when-brighter fashion, as is expected for quasars (e.g., Schmidt et al. 2012). In the 10 cases presented here, clear continuum slope changes were observed along with the BEL changes based on the ratio between spectra.

The difference spectra, shown in the lower right subpanels of Figs 4-6, eliminate any underlying host galaxy light which is present in both spectra and reveal the SED of the variable component. Aside from the features resulting from the BEL change, the $|\Delta f_\lambda|$ curves are well-described by a power-law of the form $f_\lambda \propto \nu^\beta$, and the best-fit power-law is shown as a blue curve. The median best-fit power-law index for the sample is $\beta = 0.2$, with an root-mean-square value 0.4. The red dashed curves show a $f_\lambda \propto \nu^{1/3}$ power law expected for a standard thin disk, and the difference spectra for all 10 objects appear qualitatively consistent with this form. Note that in some cases, $|\Delta f_\lambda|$ deviates from the power-law at the shortest wavelengths (e.g., top two panels of Fig. 5), but this is likely due to a relatively increased noise level in the SDSS spectrum.

It is well-known that AGN spectra do not typically follow the $f_\lambda \propto \nu^{1/3}$ form expected for a standard thin disk in the optical; only the NIR polarized continuum has been shown to agree with this prediction (Kishimoto et al. 2003). This is true for our final sample as well (the median $\beta \approx -1$ in the high-luminosity state). However, $|\Delta f_\lambda|$ for all 10 objects follows a power-law that is much more consistent with $f_\lambda \propto \nu^{1/3}$ than the individual spectra. This implies that the variable component is related to the thermal accretion disk, which might be expected if there was a change in the temperature structure of the accretion disk due to a change in viscous heating or irradiating flux.

9 We do not quantify the color changes for the overall sample of 1011 objects, as this is outside the scope of the present work. For such a study, we refer readers to Ruan et al. (2014).

### Table 3. Previously reported changing-look quasars ($z > 0.1$).

| Name (SDSS J) | z | Max(|$\Delta\nu$|) (mag) | DRT | QSO? | Found here? |
|---------------|---|-----------------------|-----|------|------------|
| 012648.08−083948.00 | 0.198 | 0.78 ± 0.03 | × | × | |
| 015957.64−003310.4 | 0.312 | 1.16 ± 0.06 | ✓ | ✓ | |
| 20140929.18−544206.4 | 0.246 | 1.51 ± 0.02 | ✓ | × | |
| 235602.98+001728.7 | 0.243 | 1.59 ± 0.13 | × | × | |

5 DISCUSSION

AGN are known to be variable phenomena. However, it is only relatively recently that multiple spectra of the same AGN at high-z have become available, mainly due to large spectroscopic surveys such as the SDSS. Moreover, noting changes in these spectra of AGN gives direct observational evidence and insight to the physical processes that are happening in the AGN.

One key result from our systematic search is that us-
Figure 6. A quasar exhibiting disappearing and reappearing BELs. In the lower left panel, a zoom-in on the Mg\textsc{ii} line shows profile changes, and the flux deviation $N_\sigma = (f_2 - f_1)/\sqrt{\sigma_2^2 + \sigma_1^2}$ between the early BOSS (black, $f_2$) and SDSS (red, $f_1$) spectra is shown in the bottom panel. The lower right panel is identical to the upper right panel except that the flux difference $f_3 - f_2$ between the latest BOSS (purple, $f_3$) and earlier BOSS (black, $f_2$) spectra is shown. The epochs for the red, black, cyan, and purple spectra are MJD= 52944, 55445, 55827, and 56544, respectively.

ing a variability cut seems to be one effective way of finding changing-look quasars. Our base sample is DR7Q, of which 6348 (6%) satisfy the photometric selection described in Section 3. Of these, 1011 objects are reobserved with BOSS, and 10 (1%) show BEL (dis)appearances and reside in the redshift range $0.20 < z < 0.63$. We may be biased toward finding changing-look behavior at $z < 0.8$ since beyond this the H\beta line is no longer in the SDSS spectrum, and significant changes were most commonly seen in this line. The lack of significant changes in the C\textsc{iv} and Mg\textsc{ii} lines may be due to the fact that C\textsc{iv} is affected by winds (Richards et al. 2011) and that Mg\textsc{ii} has a relatively weak responsivity (Goad et al. 1993; Cackett et al. 2015).

A second key result from our study is that the difference spectra for our final sample of 10 changing-look quasars are more consistent with the naively expected $f_\nu \propto \nu^{1/3}$ power-law for a thin disk (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973) than the individual spectra. This suggests that the variable component has an SED similar to an accretion disk, and that the reddening in the quasar host galaxy must be small. Furthermore, whatever is causing a BEL (dis)appearance must be linked to an emerging (diminishing) continuum. Indeed, the BELs track the blue continuum change on rest-frame timescales as short as 255 days in J0225+0030 (Section 4.3).

“Outbursts” associated with BEL appearance could be due to changing obscuration, changing accretion rate, or transient behavior such as a tidal disruption event (TDE) or microlensing. Presumably because of the relatively low redshifts, these are not microlensing events (see Lawrence et al. 2012, for larger amplitude and typically more distant AGN flares). While a TDE could explain J0159+0033 (Merloni et al. 2015), such a flaring episode is ruled out for at least some other objects presented here. For example, the light curve in the top panel of Fig. 4 shows that the luminosity has remained in the high state for the last 2000 days (observed frame) instead of decaying with a $t^{-5/3}$ form expected for a TDE (e.g., Evans & Kochanek 1989; Gezari et al. 2012; Guillochon et al. 2014). Furthermore, TDEs should only remain in the high state for a few months (e.g., Gezari et al. 2012), unlike what is observed here. In addition, the narrow emission lines are present in the early states for each source, which would be too fast of a large-scale response for a TDE (as pointed out by Runnoe et al. 2015; Ruan et al. 2015). Therefore, we limit the following discussion to the first two possible scenarios.

5.1 Observed Timescales for BEL (Dis)appearance

One feature which may help guide physical interpretations is the timescale associated with a spectral state change. As such, we would like to place an upper limit on the fastest timescales associated with BEL (dis)appearance. Due to the nature of the SDSS and PS1, we lack a complete sampling of timescales and are prone to selection effects imposed by the timing of both the photometric and (especially the) spectroscopic observations. In Fig. 7, we show the probability $p$ which is simply the ratio of changing-look quasars to the
suggests (Bentz et al. 2015), they should respond on the light cross-
LaMassa et al. (2015), which). Indeed,
are computed as the dashed line in Fig. 7. The ratio of changing-look objects to $N_{\text{bin}}$ is listed in each bin.

highly variable sample with repeat spectra, i.e., the ratio of blue crosses to red open circles in each of the four time bins shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. Out of the highly variable objects with repeat spectra, we find the highest probability for changing-look behavior on rest-frame timescales of 2000–3000 days and 3000–4000 days ($p = 0.076 \pm 0.009$ and $p = 0.15 \pm 0.03$, respectively). When restricted to the redshift range $0.2 < z < 0.63$, $p$ increases to $p = 0.113 \pm 0.016$ and $p = 0.18 \pm 0.04$, respectively. Note that $p$ will be higher for the subsample with spectroscopic epochs spanning $\Delta t > 1$ mag change (i.e., those showing $\Delta t > 1$ mag change from one spectral epoch to the next, shown by the red open circles above the dashed line in Fig. 1) – this subsample is more representative of the objects in which we could have observed changing-look behavior. However, the size of this subsample is too small to make any statistical conclusions. Along with being biased by the sparse sampling of spectroscopic epochs, we are also likely biased toward long rest-frame timescales given that H$\beta$ is only visible at $z < 0.8$. Fig. 7 suggests that the fraction of changing-look quasars raises to 0.2 at $\Delta t \sim 10$ yr; therefore, future surveys are needed to determine if the fraction of changing-look quasars continues to rise on even longer timescales.

While the timescales for BEL changes explored in Fig. 7 are limited to the timing of spectroscopic observations, seven of our objects have S82 light curves, which provide more information on the timescales over which the transitions may have occurred. In general, the light curves show strong increases in flux over 1000 days in the observed frame (or roughly two years in the quasar rest frame; Fig. 4), but strong decreases in flux over considerably longer timescales (several years in the observed frame; top two panels of Fig. 5). The light curve for J0225+0030 (Fig. 6) shows a rise over less than a year in the quasar rest frame following a slow decline over 5 years in the rest frame.

5.2 A Change in the Central Engine?
To explore a physical scenario where the amount of available ionizing flux from the central engine has changed, we must consider both the timescale for BEL response as well as the timescale for the continuum variability. In the first case, since BELs result from photoionization (e.g., Peterson 1993), they should respond on the light crossing timescale $t_{\text{lt}} = R_{\text{BLR}}/c$ days, where $R_{\text{BLR}}$ is the radius of the BLR. Using the $R$ – $L$ relation calibrated by Bentz et al. (2013), the BLR size is estimated to be $R_{\text{BLR}} = 2954 R_S M_8^{-1} L_{44}^{0.533}$, where $M_8 = M_{\text{BH}}/(10^8 M_\odot)$ is the mass of the central super-massive black hole in units of $10^8 M_\odot$, $L_{44} = \lambda L_\lambda(5100)/(10^{44}$ erg s$^{-1}$), and $R_S$ is the Schwarzschild radius $R_S = 2GM_{\text{BH}}/c^2$. This gives $t_{\text{lt}} = 34 L_{44}^{0.533}$ days, similar to the observed BEL lags in reverberation mapping (RM), although the lags are typically shorter since the majority of the $\sim 50$ AGN studied through RM have lower luminosities.

One assumption in RM studies is that the structure of the BLR remains stable over the duration of the experiment. For Seyferts, the optical continuum variations are typically a factor 1.3 over rest-frame timescales of $\sim$months (e.g., Edelson et al. 2015). The photometric variability presented here is more dramatic in comparison: on average by a factor 4 in $g$-band flux over seven years in the rest frame. Furthermore, we observe a stronger Mg II response in J0225+0030 over 4.5 years in the rest frame (Section 4.3) than typical in RM studies (e.g., Cackett et al. 2015), which might be expected if the source of ionizing photons has significantly diminished. In this case, the BLR may have time to adjust its overall structure in response to such large changes in ionizing flux, and BEL changes might be expected on the dynamical timescale of the BLR. For typical Seyfert galaxies, $t_{\text{dyn}} \approx R_{\text{BLR}}/\Delta V \approx 3$ to 5 years (Peterson 2006), where $\Delta V$ is a typical cloud velocity. This timescale will be slightly longer for higher-luminosity quasars, since $t_{\text{dyn}} \propto L^{3/4} M_8^{-1/2}$, assuming Keplerian rotation and that $R_{\text{BLR}} \propto L^{1/2}$ for photoionized lines. The time between SDSS and BOSS spectra is long enough so that a dynamical response of the BLR cannot generally be ruled out for our sample.

Regardless of what is happening in the broad line region, it is clear that the BELs track a large change in continuum level flux. The timescale that might be associated with an accretion rate change is the viscous, or “radial inflow” timescale (see e.g., Krolik 1999). Indeed, Elitzur et al. (2014) provide a scenario where AGN evolve naturally from Type 1 to 1.2/1.5 to 1.8/1.9 as the accretion rate diminishes. Using Equation 5 in LaMassa et al. (2015) and scaling the Eddington parameter $\lambda_{\text{Edd}}$ and $M_{\text{BH}}$ to the measured values for J1021+4645 from Shen et al. (2011), we obtain:

$$t_{\text{inf}} = 5 \times 10^4 \left( \frac{\alpha}{0.1} \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{\lambda_{\text{Edd}}}{0.05} \right)^{-2} \left( \frac{\eta}{0.1} \right)^{12/7} \left( \frac{r}{50R_S} \right)^{7/2} \left( \frac{M_8}{2.1} \right) \text{yr.}$$

(1)

Here, $\alpha$ is the disk viscosity parameter, $\eta$ is the accretion efficiency, and $r$ is the accretion disk radius (assumed to be $50R_S$ for optical disk emission). The value of $t_{\text{inf}}$ may be a several times shorter based on magneto-hydrodynamical simulations (e.g., Krolik et al. 2005), but this is still too long to explain the continuum variability of all sources presented.
here (see the Appendix for the individual physical parameters and $t_{\text{infl}}$ estimates). The source J022652.24–003916.5 has a relatively low mass and therefore is expected to have a relatively short $t_{\text{infl}}$ of $\sim 56$ yr, still an order of magnitude too long to explain the observed optical variability. Furthermore, LaMassa et al. (2015) point out that $t_{\text{infl}}$ should be considerably longer in the dim state since $t_{\text{infl}} \propto M_{\text{r bl}}^{-2}$, and thus the dimming timescale should be shorter than the recovery timescale. However, the S82 light curves suggest the opposite behavior: the objects with appearing BELs show brightening on much shorter timescales than is plausible for the optical viscous timescale in the dim states of these AGN.

Nevertheless, $t_{\text{infl}}$ might still be an appropriate timescale if the optical flux contains reprocessed emission from the EUV, where $t_{\text{infl}}$ may be orders of magnitude shorter. In the disk reprocessing scenario, the disk surface is irradiated by EUV/X-ray photons coming from the central source on the light travel timescale, and the re-emitted UV/optical flux can vary on the shorter timescales associated with the central region. This “lamp post” model (e.g., Berkley et al. 2000; Martocchia et al. 2002) is supported by observations of quasar microlensing (e.g., Morgan et al. 2008; Mosquera et al. 2013; MacLeod et al. 2015), which show that the X-rays originate from projected radii near the inner edge of the accretion disk. Indeed, multi-wavelength observations of NGC 4051 indicate that $\sim 25\%$ of the UV variance is caused by thermal reprocessing (Aliston et al. 2013). In the disk reprocessing model of Cackett et al. (2007), the disk temperature $T_0$ at a fiducial radius $R_0$ is regulated by both local viscous heating and irradiation:

$$T_0^4 = T_{\text{infl}}^4 + T_{\text{infl}}^4 = \frac{3GM_{\text{BH}}M}{8\pi\sigma R_0^3} + \frac{L_X(1-A)h}{4\pi\sigma R_0^3},$$

where $L_X$ is the lamp post luminosity at a height $h$ above the black hole, and $A$ is the disk albedo. In this case, the temperature-radius profile of the disk would rise and fall with changes in either local accretion rate or irradiation, and this would produce a difference spectrum that remains an $f_\nu \propto \nu^{-1/2}$ power-law (Cackett et al. 2007), similar to what we observe in the objects presented here. Note that the fraction of reprocessed flux that is re-emitted toward the interior of the disk can modify its internal structure, but this effect is negligible unless $L_X$ is similar to the bolometric luminosity of the quasar (Collin 2001).

5.3 Variable Obscuration?

In the case of variable extinction, a passing cloud may obscure the BLR on a characteristic crossing timescale $t_{\text{cross}}$. In the simplest scenario, such an event must account for the disappearing BELs and thermal continuum. One possibility is a passing isolated BLR cloud obscuring the continuum emitting region as seen by us and by the (remainder of the) BLR. While this scenario is viable in the X-rays where the continuum emitting source is relatively compact (e.g., Risaliti et al. 2009), the UV/optical continuum emitting region being significantly larger makes this scenario less likely. But the timescale for such a crossing event is reasonable:

$$t_{\text{cross, BLR cloud}} = \frac{84\pi M_{\text{r bl}}^{1/2} L_{44}^{1/4}}{\nu} \text{ days assuming a Keplerian orbit for a BLR cloud passing at } r_{\text{orb}} = R_{\text{BLR}} = 2954R_{\odot}M_{\text{s}}^{-1}L_{44}^{1/4} \text{ in front of the continuum source, where the latter has a radius } R_{\text{src}} = R_{\text{BLR}}/60 \text{ (see Equation 4 in LaMassa et al. 2015).}$$

Another possibility is that the entire UV/continuum emitting region and BLR is obscured; this might be expected if the distribution of dust lying at the outskirts of the BLR is patchy (e.g., Nenkova et al. 2008a,b; Elitzur 2012). In this case, reasonable values would be $r_{\text{src}} = R_{\text{BLR}} = 2954R_{\odot}M_{\text{s}}^{-1}L_{44}^{1/4}$ and $r_{\text{orb}} = 3R_{\text{BLR}}$ for dust at $r_{\text{orb}}$ to obscure a significant portion of the BLR (LaMassa et al. 2015). This gives $t_{\text{cross, dust}} = 244M_{44}^{-1/2} L_{44}^{3/4} \text{ yr.}$

The $t_{\text{cross}}$ estimates are listed in Table A1 for each source. The $t_{\text{cross, BLR}}$ cloud estimates are shorter than the observed brightening and dimming timescales for all sources, but since the size and structure of BLR clouds is uncertain, these timescales may be longer than predicted. The $t_{\text{cross, dust}}$ values are too long to explain the light curve behavior of these sources but are in many cases of the same order as the observed timescales. For example, the source SDSS J233317.38-002303.4 has the shortest $t_{\text{cross, dust}}$ estimate of 4.5 yrs (based on the luminosity in the bright state), but the observed brightening happens over 2.7 yr in the rest frame (top panel of Fig. 4). For the densely monitored object J0225+0030, the predicted dust crossing timescale is an order of magnitude too long to explain the rebrightening around MJD= 55500 (Fig. 6). Nevertheless, we further investigate the plausibility of variable obscuration by considering simple dust reddening models.

5.3.1 Dust Reddening Test

We consider whether an obscuration event can account for the spectral changes by applying dust reddening to the observed spectra. In particular, we simply apply Milky Way (MW) and Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) dust reddening curves to the bright-state spectra and see whether we can reproduce the BEL disappearance in the faint-state spectra. This test is demonstrated here for SDSS J1021+4645, which has high quality spectra that show the most dramatic transition from a Type 1.0 AGN in SDSS to a Type 1.9 AGN in BOSS among our objects.

Assuming the SDSS spectrum for SDSS J1021+4645 is the intrinsic, unabsorbed flux, we estimate $A_V = 0.95$ by taking the magnitude difference between the SDSS and BOSS spectra at the effective wavelength of the Johnson V band. The SDSS spectrum is then multiplied by a factor $10^{-A_{\lambda}/2.5}$, where $A_{\lambda} = E(\lambda - V) + A_V; E(\lambda - V) = k(\lambda)E(B - V)$, and $k(\lambda)$ is an extinction curve. For SMC-like extinction, we tried the four different models in Table 5 of Gordon & Clayton (1998), which use the parametrization in Equation 2 of Fitzpatrick & Massa (1990). We find that the AzV 214 model ($R_V = 2.75$) produces an absorbed spectrum most similar to the observed BOSS spectrum among the four fits, and the result is shown in Fig. 8. We also try a MW-like extinction curve ($R_V = 3.1$; Seaton 1979), and assume $A_V = 0.95$ as before. Note that the SDSS spectrum will contain a host galaxy component that is not modeled here. However, we are not interested in reproducing the detailed continuum shape of the BOSS spectrum but rather the BEL change, so we leave a detailed spectral modeling for a future study as it should not affect our final conclusions.

There are two points to note from the simple extinction
tests in Fig. 8. First, the SMC-like extinction curve does a better job than the MW-like extinction curve at removing the blue part of the continuum in the SDSS spectrum. Second, while the SMC-like extinction model can qualitatively explain the continuum change going from SDSS to BOSS, neither dust model can explain the disappearance of the BELs. In particular, the Hβ BEL remains prominent in the absorbed versions of the SDSS spectrum. This latter point is similar to what LaMassa et al. (2015) find for J0159+0033, where the observed Hα BEL is much stronger than it should be if reddening alone is responsible for the spectral change. LaMassa et al. (2015) also find that archival X-ray spectra in the bright and faint states of J0159+0033 both appear unabsorbed.

We reach the same conclusion when repeating the above exercise for the other nine sources, using each pair of spectra listed in Table 2: if reddening alone could account for the observed spectral changes, then the broad component of Hβ should be present in the faint-state spectrum on top of the host galaxy flux. However, the broad line flux is instead negligible in each case. Therefore, simple dust reddening models fail to simultaneously account for the diminished continuum and broad Balmer line components in all ten sources. In principle, one could employ a different $\Delta \gamma$ for the BELs than for the continuum to explain the optical spectral change, but this leads to a more complicated physical scenario than we explore here.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the first systematic search for changing-look quasars using data from the SDSS and PS1 3π. Out of 6345 quasars from DR7Q that exhibit $|\Delta g| > 1$ mag variability over the SDSS and PS1 photometric epochs, 1011 have been reobserved with BOSS. Of these, we visually identify 10 changing-look quasars, extending the known population of changing-look AGN to $z = 0.63$.

Our search has yielded the following:

- four objects with appearing BELs corresponding to $> 1$ mag increases in flux in the $g$-band;
- five objects with disappearing BELs and declining light curves, which includes the changing-look quasar discovered in LaMassa et al. (2015), and an even more dramatic transition from a Type 1.0 to 1.9 AGN in the object J1021+4645 (with a flux deviation per spectral pixel of 8σ for Hβ);
- one object showing evidence of both disappearing and appearing BELs on timescales less than a year in the quasar frame;
- an SED of the variable component resembling thermal emission from an accretion disk;
- that $\sim 15\%$ of quasars that have varied by $|\Delta g| > 1$ mag at some point in their light curve display changing-look behavior on rest-frame timescales of 3000–4000 days;
- that a change in ionizing flux from the central engine coupled with disk reprocessing is a more likely explanation than variable obscuration in all cases, based on timescale arguments and simple dust reddening models.

While the detailed physical mechanisms behind BEL changes may be complicated to understand and model, changing-look AGN can provide a laboratory to study the relationship between emission at different wavelengths, as the entire system may respond to a strong increase or decline in available ionizing flux. As a prime example, following an outburst in the X-ray emission in the local Seyfert NGC 2617, Shappee et al. (2014) were able to use the variability across several wavebands (spanning X-rays–NIR) to map out the structure of the accretion disk and argue for illumination of the disk by the X-ray source. The observations presented here support this scenario, although we cannot rule out a change in obscuration without more complex models for the structure and size of the intervening material.

Our results indicate that photometric variability might be one of the best ways to efficiently find changing-look quasars in current datasets. Furthermore, with well-sampled light curves provided by the S82 survey, extreme behavior can be more readily identified, as demonstrated by the higher yield of changing-look objects from S82 presented here. Therefore, future time domain surveys such as the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (Ivezic et al. 2008; LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009), PS1 and PS2 (Chambers 2014), as well as the ongoing All-Sky Automated Survey for SuperNovae (Shappee et al. 2014), should provide excellent datasets in which to search for interesting targets for spectroscopic follow-up. Based on the observations in Shappee et al. (2014) and LaMassa et al. (2015), extreme X-ray variability may also help identify changing-look AGN candidates among samples of extremely optically-variable quasars. Furthermore, a multi-wavelength monitoring campaign of these objects would be useful for interpreting the nature of such transitions. However, since it is unclear how rare these transitions are at any given timescale, further work is necessary for determining the best strategy for follow-up monitoring. The TDSS project of SDSS-IV (Morganson et al. 2015) has already initiated a similar search to the one presented here, extending the search criteria down to $\Delta g > 0.7$ mag, and should place more stringent limits on the frequency of such events. On the longer term, the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) will survey $\sim 2.4 \times 10^6$ quasars (Levi et al. 2013), providing ample opportunity for obtaining additional spectroscopic epochs for highly-variable AGN.
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APPENDIX A: NOTES ON INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS

A list of physical properties for the final sample is provided in Table A1. The luminosities, black hole masses, and Eddington ratios listed are the original SDSS DR7 measurements from Shen et al. (2011). We adopt these values when calculating $R_{BLR}$ and the viscous timescale $t_{\nuvis}$, since the original luminosity will determine the timescale for subsequent dimming or recovery. However, for the crossing timescales, we adopt the luminosity at 5100Å in the bright state, since this luminosity is presumed to be the intrinsic value in an obscuration scenario. Therefore, for the four quasars in Figure 4 that have “turned on”, the DR7 $L_{5100}$ values are multiplied by factors of 1.3–1.8 as appropriate when determining $t_{\cos}$.

A1 SDSS J002311.06+003517.5
SN_GAL1 target in BOSS spectroscopy, indicating this object was specifically targeted due to its variable nature of quasar luminosity function studies (Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 2013). This object is in the Supplemental List of the SDSS-III BOSS DR12 Quasar catalog (DR12Q; Pâris et al. 2016, in advanced prep.) with $z = 0.422$.

A2 SDSS J015957.64+003310.4
TEMPLATE_QSO_SDSS1 target flag in BOSS. This object is not in DR12Q since it is flagged as a “Starforming galaxy” by the BOSS 1-D spectral classification pipeline.

A3 SDSS J022556.07+003026.7
TEMPLATE_GAL_PHOTO target flag in BOSS. This object is in the DR12Q Supplementary list with $z = 0.504.

A4 SDSS J022652.24–003916.5
QSO_VAR_LF target flag in BOSS indicating this object was specifically targeted due to its variable nature of quasar luminosity function studies (Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 2013). This object is in DR12Q. The relatively small black hole mass for this object yields a viscous timescale $t_{\nuvis}$ that is most similar to the observed optical dimming timescale of several years, but is still an order of magnitude too long (see Table A1).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (SDSSJ)</th>
<th>log $M_{BH}/M_\odot$</th>
<th>log $L_{5100}/$ erg s$^{-1}$</th>
<th>$R_{BLR}/R_\odot$</th>
<th>$t_{infl}$ (yr)</th>
<th>$t_{cross, BLR}$ cloud (days)</th>
<th>$t_{cross, dust}$ (yr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>002311.06+005517.5</td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>44.51</td>
<td>-1.85</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>4.4E+06</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>015957.64+003310.4</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>44.21</td>
<td>-1.32</td>
<td>1532</td>
<td>5.8E+04</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>022556.07+003026.7</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>44.38</td>
<td>-1.10</td>
<td>2112</td>
<td>1.9E+04</td>
<td>108.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>022552.24-003916.5</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>44.34</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>14971</td>
<td>5.6E+01</td>
<td>275.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100220.17+450927.3</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>44.45</td>
<td>-1.64</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>9.1E+05</td>
<td>61.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102152.34+464515.6</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>44.15</td>
<td>-1.36</td>
<td>1664</td>
<td>4.8E+04</td>
<td>74.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132457.29+480241.2</td>
<td>8.51</td>
<td>44.34</td>
<td>-1.30</td>
<td>1394</td>
<td>6.9E+04</td>
<td>83.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214613.31+000930.8</td>
<td>8.94</td>
<td>44.25</td>
<td>-1.82</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>2.0E+06</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225240.37+010958.7</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>44.35</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>8.4E+05</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>233317.38-002303.4</td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>44.31</td>
<td>-2.97</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.6E+09</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A5 SDSS J100220.17+450927.3

J100220.17+450927.3 was selected as being a QSO_CAP and a ROSAT_B, ROSAT_D and ROSAT_E target in SDSS (Richards et al. 2002), and then was selected to be observed in SDSS-III BOSS via the SEQUELS_TARGET and TDSS_FES_DE target flags (Pâris et al. 2016, in advanced prep.; Myers et al. 2015).

SEQUELS is the Sloan Extended QUasar, ELG and LRG Survey, undertaken as part of SDSS-III in order to prepare and refine target selection for the SDSS-IV extended Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (eBOSS; Dawson et al. 2015). Another part of SDSS-IV is the Time Domain Spectroscopic Survey (TDSS; Morganson et al. 2015) and the TDSS_FES_DE flag is set for quasar disk emitters selected to be observed by TDSS. These targets are quasars with $i < 18.9$ and broad, double-peaked or asymmetric Balmer emission line profiles, such as those in Strateva et al. (2006, $z < 0.33$ for H$_\alpha$ and H$_\beta$) and higher-redshift analogs from Luo et al. (2013, $z \sim 0.6$ for H$_\beta$ and Mg II). This object appears in DR12Q. For a description of the SDSS-III SEQUELS target flags, see Alam et al. (2015).

A6 J102152.34+464515.6

J1021 was selected via the QSO_CAP target flag in SDSS, and then via SEQUELS_TARGET and TDSS_FES_NQHISN in BOSS. The TDSS_FES_NQHISN target flag is set for $z < 0.8$ DR7 quasars with high signal-to-noise spectra to study broad-line variability on multi-year timescales (Alam et al. 2015).

A7 SDSS J132457.29+480241.2

SEQUELS_TARGET and TDSS_FES_NQHISN target in BOSS. It is not in the DR12Q because of the missing red spectrum.

A8 SDSS J214613.31+000930.8

SN_GAL1 target flag in BOSS. This object is in the DR12Q Supplementary list with $z = 0.622$.

A9 SDSS J225240.37+010958.7

SN_GAL1 target flag in BOSS. This object is in the DR12Q Supplementary list with $z = 0.533$.
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